Synopsis

Don’t take chances with your exam prep! Trust Review of Ophthalmology to help you study all the current information you need to know to ace your exams! Efficiently review a wide spectrum of topics with an organization by common ophthalmologic subspecialties. Maximize retention with a popular outline approach that distills key information on each topic alongside sample review questions. Review the findings of many important clinical studies with which you are expected to be familiar. Test your understanding of essential information with questions at the end of each chapter and answers at the end of the book. Study on the go, search the complete text online, and download images at www.expertconsult.com. Be fully prepared for current exam topics with information on the latest techniques in corneal surgery, macular degeneration treatment and trials, and expanded treatment options for many sections. View anatomic details, common ophthalmic test findings, and examples of classic histopathology specimens through brand-new illustrations and photographs. Ace your exams with Trattler, Friedman and Kaiser’s Review of Ophthalmology!
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Customer Reviews

Great summary of almost everything you need to know to pass the EBO exams but contains quite a number of errors (typos and wrong numbering). Every chapter also has some questions at the end but in preparation for the MC part of the exams I would strongly recommend using a question book as well. I used the review questions in ophthalmology by Chern and Saidel and that seemed to be a very good addition to this book to me.
There's a reason many residents use Friedman's to review for the OKAP and WQE, it's a good review book with a surprising amount of detail for its size. Some of the previous typos that made Friedman's unreliable have been fixed in this edition, though not all. After annotating my own notes this will be my primary written resource for the WQE.

This Review of Ophthalmology always meets everyone's expectations when talking about a peer-reviewed publication on the topic. For those who intend to find an easy-to-read fast answer to a specific ophthalmology topic, this is the right book for you.

Liked the bullet format; very thorough and quickly identifies weaknesses. I would recommend for anyone 'boning up' for boards or exams.

Excellent review book. Contains just about everything you need to know for the OKAPs. Like the bullet format to keep things precise:

Comprehensive review, perfect for OKAPS/broad review for the ophthalmologist. Will be too in depth for the medical student.

I loved the book, it was in an excellent condition, actually i heard about it from my freinds in field very good quick review book, especially when studying last minute
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